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Study Overview
Product

IKEA is a Swedish-founded furniture 
retailer that designs and sells 
ready-to-assemble furniture, kitchen 
appliances and home accessories. Our 
team focused on the search and 
purchase task flow of its desktop site.



Usability Problem:

Through our heuristic evaluation, we were able to identify 16 heuristic violations ranging in severity. The 
usability issues led to significant delays in task completion and overall confusion when searching for and 
purchasing products on their desktop website.

Goals:

● To assess the overall effectiveness and usability of the ordering workflow of IKEA’s website for users.
● To assess the satisfaction of this website for future usability evaluations.
● To identify obstacles to completing key tasks.

Study Overview



Research Questions:

● How easily do users find products they’re searching for?
● What obstacles will users encounter when searching for items?
● Do users understand how to find product details they are searching for?
● Do users understand how to add items to their shopping carts?
● What obstacles will the users encounter during the purchasing process?

Study Overview



Study Overview
Target Audience:

● 19 to 35 years old
● Have shopped homeware online for at least 

twice in the past year.



Test Participants
3 Female, 3 Male:

● Age: 24 - 27
● 5 out of 6: Did online shopping for home goods for 3 times in the past year
● 1 out of 6: Did online shopping for home goods for 2 times in the past year



Testing Methods and Procedures

Recruiting and honorariums:

Generated a screening questionnaire to find 
participants within our target audience. 
Participants received a $20 Amazon gift card 
for being a part of this study.

Testing logistics:

We conducted our test in study rooms 
at Sieg Hall and Foster Library. We used 
the following equipments:

● Macbook Pro
● Smartphone camera
● Quicktime Movie Player



Testing Methods and Procedures

Methods used:

Our team tested IKEA’s desktop website with 5 participants (and 1 pilot participant) using the following 
methods:

● Screening Questionnaire -- covering demographic info to qualify participants

● Pre-test Questionnaire -- to determine general shopping habits

● 6 tasks -- using Thinking Aloud Protocol and Post-task Ratings

● Post-Test Questionnaire -- covering overall satisfaction

One team member moderated each test while another team member recorded qualitative and quantitative 
data.



Data collected:

● Number of clicks per task
● Participants’ methods of searching
● Expressed frustration
● Completion of task
● Qualitative responses
● Recording of physical responses
● Screen recordings 

Data analysis:

● We analyzed data from data logs, 
video recordings and post-study 
questionnaires

● Through an affinity diagram, we 
were able to find patterns in the data 
collected

● With the patterns we were able to 
determine each pain point’s level of 
severity

Testing Methods and Procedures



Jeff Sauro

1.    Minor: Causes some hesitation or slight irritation.

2.    Moderate: Causes occasional task failure for some users; causes delays and moderate irritation.

3.    Critical: Leads to task failure. Causes user extreme irritation.

Severity Scale



Summary of Findings
1. Content strategy: Link descriptions were confusing for all participants participants in this study. The most notable 

instances were found in the reviews section and the list and shopping cart call to actions. We recommend consistent 
labeling across the system along with abiding by industry standards.

2. Delivery fee calculation: Participants were required to calculate their delivery fees before starting the checkout 
process. Although all participants were able to complete the task were no assistance, the required step created delays 
in the assigned task. Participants were also prompted to calculate their addresses after inputting their address. We 
recommend removing the second delivery fee calculation.

3. Page links were inconsistent: Some images from the category pages were linked to product pages while other images 
led participants to a search results page. This inconsistency created delays and confusion for some participants. We 
recommend linking these category thumbnails to a search results page.

4. Readability: Three out of six participants had trouble with the readability of the content throughout the test. The 
feedback received was that the font sizes were too small and sections of text were dense. We recommend increase 
the font size, consider a font that is easier to read, and break up larger sections of copy.



Opportunities for improvement

1. Products Page -- Hero images are inconsistently  linked. -- Moderate
2. Rating -- Rating looks clickable but actually not. -- Minor
3. Rating -- Terminology confusion between rating and review. -- Minor
4. Identification Level -- Font in checkout page is too small. -- Minor
5. Purchasing Method -- Confusion between Buy Online and Shopping List. -- Moderate
6. Delivery -- Layout of delivery fee. -- Moderate
7. Delivery --  Duplicate calculation of delivery fee. -- Minor
8. Navigation -- Classification and categorization confusion in navigation menu. -- Minor

Summary of Findings



What worked well

1. Products Page -- Product images help understanding dimension. 
2. Theme -- Website style is pretty.

Summary of Findings



Summary of Highlights

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vix3vp4JaWI


Activity 1: Find A Specific Product
Participants were able to access the complete listing 
of lamps on the website, but the organization of the 
category list in the “Products” drop-down menu 
confused some participants. They failed to identify the 
“lighting” category label while searching for a lamp.

● The category listing is hard to skim
2 of 5 participants

Recommendation:
Divide the categories into sub-groups, and naming 
each sub-group in an unambiguous manner, such as 
“Shop by Category” and “Shop by Room”.



Activity 1: Find A Specific Product

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V74Hzv1fiAs


While browsing through the category page, some 
participants were confused by the hero images. 2 
of 5 participants expressed confusion about 
whether a hero image is clickable, and what pages 
they are linked to.

● Inconsistently linked hero images
2 of 5 participants 

Recommendation:
Provide users with additional information on where 
the link is taking them.

Activity 1: Find A Specific Product



Activity 1: Find A Specific Product

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WxB5arWPwMs


Activity 2: Check Product Details
Participants were able to locate and view a 
product’s review but experienced some confusion 
with the process. 3 of 5 users attempted to click the 
hyperlink next to the rating number multiple times 
before realizing it was not a link.

● Rating looking clickable but actually not
3 of 5 participants

Recommendation:
Allow users to click on the number of reviews and 
anchor them to the reviews section of the product 
page.



Activity 2: Check Product Details

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Ga4A1U7Yt4


All participants were able to view product reviews 
with minor delays. The labels used to identify 
ratings and reviews were inconsistent.

● Terminology confusion between rating & 
review
2 of 5 participants

Recommendation:
Use consistent labeling for all sections.

Activity 2: Check Product Details



Activity 2: Check Product Details

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XPKYK3fJIUQ


Activity 3: Add Product to Shopping Cart
When prompted to move forward with purchasing 
an item, 2 of 5 participants experienced delays and 
confusion in the labeling used. P1 added an item to 
his shopping list and spent a significant amount of 
time identifying the shopping cart.

● Confusion between Buy Online & Shopping 
List
2 of 5 participants

Recommendation:
Clearly differentiate call to action buttons and 
actions a user can take. Ensure call to action 
buttons and links abide by industry standards.



Activity 3: Add Product to Shopping Cart

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0H_eDQS5K_A


Activity 4: Edit Shopping Cart
In general, participants were able to edit the 
shopping cart but had trouble calculating the 
delivery fee on this page. Participants were 
confused about calculating delivery fee before 
beginning the checkout process.

● Layout of delivery fee
3 of 5 participants

Recommendation:
If the delivery calculation step is crucial to the 
process, consider adjusting the layout or adding 
additional information for the user.



Activity 4: Edit Shopping Cart

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IfAahrmmcUs


Activity 5: Checkout
When prompted to the checkout page, 3 of 5 
participants had hard times to grasp the content on 
the page. They had to look closely to the screen.

● Font in Check-out page is too small
3 of 5 participants

Recommendation:
Increase the font size in the checkout page.



Activity 5: Checkout

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WOaGOxJGq9o


In the checkout page, 2 of 5 participants expressed 
that they have already calculated the delivery fee in 
the cart page so it was unnecessary to fill their 
address and calculate it again here.

● Duplication of calculating delivery fee
2 of 5 participants

Recommendation:
Make the calculation in the cart page optional or 
auto-calculate the delivery fee based on the user 
address.

Activity 5: Checkout



Activity 5: Checkout

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ycOFQsnmvA


Recommendations
Moderate

● Improperly linked hero images
Provide user with additional information on 
where the link is taking them

● “Buy Online” & “Shopping List”
Change text label and/or the icon to 
distinguish the two options

● Layout of delivery fee
Change text label and/or the icon to 
distinguish the two options

Minor

● Classification confusion in navigation menu
Organize categories by one type

● Rating looking clickable but actually not
Make the rating clickable

● Terminology confusion between rating & 
review
Make the labels consistent

● Duplicate calculation of delivery fee
Calculate the delivery fee automatically

● Font in checkout page is too small
Make text larger



Study Results
Recap

● All participants were able to find the item they wanted

● All participants were able to add items to their shopping cart

● All participants said they don’t need help using IKEA website

● No high severity issues although the medium and minor issues also caused 
delays and confusion



Reflection

What went well

● Access to participants was fairly straightforward because of set criteria
● Think Aloud Protocol worked well with the participants

Areas for improvement
● Require users to search through the dropdown menu which will allow for a more controlled search 

process. 
● Administer the post-study questionnaires verbally to create opportunities to gather qualitative data.
● Research process document to account for activities and reasoning



THANK YOU!         


